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Asvaco Assessment Software & Services



Asvaco is responsible for providing Asvaco is responsible for providing 
integrated assessments to security services integrated assessments to security services 
and consultants around the world, attaching and consultants around the world, attaching 
its services and technology in conducting its services and technology in conducting 
comprehensive Facility Security Assessments comprehensive Facility Security Assessments 
(FSAs).  We help to identify credible threats (FSAs).  We help to identify credible threats 
for each facility and assess specific for each facility and assess specific 
vulnerabilities and likely consequences vulnerabilities and likely consequences 
associated with those threats.associated with those threats.





•• Assess and analyze risks posed to Assess and analyze risks posed to 
facilities from crime, terrorism, natural facilities from crime, terrorism, natural 
hazards and other serious incidentshazards and other serious incidents

•• Centrally store, access, and report risk Centrally store, access, and report risk 
assessment findings, including historical assessment findings, including historical 
information from previous assessments information from previous assessments 
and other documentationand other documentation

•• Manage all aspects of the FSA processManage all aspects of the FSA process



•• Provide secure access to tools and Provide secure access to tools and 
information, including a comprehensive information, including a comprehensive 
support teamsupport team

•• Generate reports, presentations, statistical Generate reports, presentations, statistical 
analyses, and perform other administrative analyses, and perform other administrative 
functionsfunctions

•• Recommend and track the implementation Recommend and track the implementation 
of countermeasures throughout their of countermeasures throughout their 
lifecycle (ROI)lifecycle (ROI)



•• Provide comprehensive comparisons for Provide comprehensive comparisons for 
stakeholdersstakeholders

•• Provides a standard external review of the Provides a standard external review of the 
vulnerabilitiesvulnerabilities

•• Compares against threats and hazards Compares against threats and hazards 
inherent to the areainherent to the area

•• Automate and track countermeasure Automate and track countermeasure 
recommendationsrecommendations





Asvaco has many modules for different sectors Asvaco has many modules for different sectors 

that are based upon authoritative standards:that are based upon authoritative standards:

• ASIS International 

• DoD ATFP (Anti Terrorism Force Protection)

• FEMA Manuals

• NFPA 1600

• NIOSH (National Institute for Occupations Safety 
and Health)

• GSA (General Services Administration)







• Proprietary automated data collection tool that 
allows many to contribute into the efforts.

• Web based and easy to use

• Encrypted and secured

• Able to assign roles (team effort)

• Creates forms on the fly





•• All  modules based upon Federal regulations, best All  modules based upon Federal regulations, best 

known practices, industry standards and real world known practices, industry standards and real world 

applications.applications.

•• As data is collected, Asvaco accepts and integrates its As data is collected, Asvaco accepts and integrates its 

information into:information into:

oo Established databasesEstablished databases

oo Third party sources (Google Earth)Third party sources (Google Earth)

oo Microsoft Tools (PowerPoint, Word..)Microsoft Tools (PowerPoint, Word..)







•• Information collected automatically populates Information collected automatically populates 
reports.reports.

•• Each report is certified with a 32 digit electronic Each report is certified with a 32 digit electronic 
identificationidentification

•• Tables are color codedTables are color coded

•• Formulas are calculatedFormulas are calculated

•• Pictures and images are strategically arranged in Pictures and images are strategically arranged in 
the reportthe report

•• Results are delivered in Microsoft Word or Adobe Results are delivered in Microsoft Word or Adobe 
PDF formatsPDF formats



•• The G2 is a secure electronic viewer that can be The G2 is a secure electronic viewer that can be 
delivered anywheredelivered anywhere

•• The G2 displays:The G2 displays:

oo Images, photographs, drawings…Images, photographs, drawings…

oo Audio interviews and narrationsAudio interviews and narrations

oo MS Word, PowerPoint presentations, PDF’s, Excel MS Word, PowerPoint presentations, PDF’s, Excel 
spreadsheets, etc.spreadsheets, etc.

oo Video segments and moviesVideo segments and movies

oo Third party softwareThird party software

oo Charts and graphsCharts and graphs
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For more information or to purchase 

Please Contact:


